Protecting muscle ATP: positive roles for peripheral defense mechanisms-introduction.
Skeletal muscle has evolved an impressive array of mechanisms for peripherally mediated control of ATP homeostasis. Some of these mechanisms are intracellular, and others are extracellular and include influences on the cross-bridge cycle itself and substrate supply. This paper introduces three distinctly different topics that nevertheless all have ATP defense in common. The role of ADP in fatigue is controversial but has recently been more clearly delineated so that an effect on alleviating force declines during extreme fatigue is plausible. AMP plays its role by activating the protein-kinase, AMPK, which is a key sensor of cellular energy stress. AMPK has different isoforms, is not uniformly distributed in the cell, and its activation is carefully controlled. It has multiple effects including improvements in substrate supply for the metabolic pathways producing ATP and inhibition of anabolic processes to further spare ATP. Red blood cells have the capacity to sense hypoxia and to release vasodilators where there is a locally increased demand for blood supply. The papers in this series emphasize the important positive roles of metabolites and sensors of fatigue in the balance between ATP supply and demand.